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The energy spectra of positive and negative pions released in p +Be and p + C collisions
was measured with a magnetic spectrometer at an angle 24° to a 660 mev proton beam. The
17+ -meson spectrum has a clearly defined maximum at an energy of about 210 mev in the
laboratory system, whereas the spectrum for the 17-- mesons varied only slightly over a
range from 60 to 250 mev. The probability of positive pion formation when protons collide
with protons bound in Be and C nuclei was discovered to be at least three times less than
where protons act on free protons. The maximum of the 17+ -meson spectrum in the centerof-mass coordinate system is situated near 100 mev. The ratio of positive to negative pion
emission was determined for Be and C over the whole spectral range. The ratio of total
emission of positive to negative pions for these two elements is equal, respectively, to
5.3 ±0.6 and 7.0 ±0.8.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

1. INTRODUCTION

T

HE present article is devoted to research on the
energy spectra of positive and negative pion:'
released during the bombardment of beryllium and
carbon with protons whose energy was sufficient to
excite one of the colliding nucleons to the state
with an angular momentum of 3/2 and an isotopic
spin of 3/2 (i.e., a P 312 , 312 state). The proton
energy was not so high that the process of forming
two pions in a single collision occurred to any appreciable degree.

A magnetic spectrometer was used to obtain the
energy distributions of the pions. Those pions
which are emitted at an angle 24 ° to the proton
beam pass through the spectrometer and are recorded with a telescope of three scintillation
counters. Information on the proton beam and magnetic spectrometer was presented in a previous
paper 1 • The method for determining the contamination of the pion beam by Jl- mesons and electrons
upon exit from the spectrometer was described in the
S<!me paper. The influence of pion absorption in the
target, as well as in the crystals and filters, was
evaluated in the light of current data on t.otal cross
se.ctions of pion-nucleus interaction 2 " 5 • For the
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beryllium and carbon targets, with thicknesses
selected so that the energy loss suffered by the 660
mev protons was 3. 7 mev in both, this corr3ction
varied from 3% at the bottom of the spectrum to 6.6%
at 200 mev and then dropped again to 3.5% at 420
mev. In calculating the correction for pion disintegration in flight, the lifetime of 7T+- and 7T-mesons was taken to be (2.54 ±0.11) x l0- 8 sec 6 • 7.

h) For both elements the average energy of"+_
mesons is equal to about 215 mev, and the average
energy of 7T--mesons is about 180 mev;

c) Both 7T+-meson spectra have a clearly defined
maximum at an e.uergy of about 210 mev, whereas the
number of 7T--mesons in the spectra of both elements shows only slight variation over a range fron1
60 to 250 n1ev. One should not rule out the possibility that the negative pion spectra has a slight
indentation in the region of 100-130 mev;
3. THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF THE PIONS
d) In the 7T+-meson spectra there is a certain
Figures 1 and 2 show the energy distributions of distortion in the smooth variation in the number of
the 77+- and TT--mesons in the laboratory system as mesons WI"th energy m
· th e m
· t erva1 from 140- 200
obtained for beryllium and carbon. The errors indi- mev, I.e.,
·
f or th ose energies
·
w l~ere th e cross seccated in the measured points allow for statistical
t"wn o f 7T+-meson-pro t on m
· t erac t'IOn a tt ai· ns I·t s
errors of measurement and for all uncertainties in
.
l
Th"IS CircunJstance
.
· cause f or
m~xunum va ue.
IS
the evaluation of the corrections for negative pion
assuming that the reason for the distortion of the
disintegration in flight and for determining the contamination by {L-mesons and electrons. The spec- smooth variation in the spectrum in the indicated
tra were normalized to the value of the area under
region is the interaction of the 7T +-meson with the
nucleons in the original nuclei.
the peak belonging to the 7T+-mesons from the pp
8
--> d1r + reaction .
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FIG. I. Energy distributions of pions from Be at an
angle of 24° in the laboratory system. 0 represents"+_
mesons and
7T-- mesons.
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The basic properties of the measured spectra are
the following:
a) At the upper part of the spectra the number of
7T--mesons becomes zero for lower energies than
for the 7T+-mesons;

FIG. 2. Energy distributions of pions from C at an
angle of 24° in the laboratory system. 0 represents
7T+-mesons and • , 7T - -mesons.
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Special attention was given to measure~ents of
the 1T+-meson spectra in the 300 mev regwn, where
a peak can be observed for 1T+-mesons fron: the
pp _, d1r + reaction. If this peak should be discovered
m the present experiments, this might mean that
the protons within Be and C nuclei spend an appreciable time at the surface of the nuclei, i.e., outside the region of strong interaction with other
nucleons. In this case the protons must exhibit a
small dispersion in momentum. As may be seen
from Figs. 1 and 2, the results obtained give no
indication of the existence of observable deviations
from the monotonic decrease in the number of 1T+mesons throughout the studied energy range other
than deviations within the limits allowed for by experimental error.
4. COMPARISON OF PION YIELDS FROM FREE
AND BOUND PROTONS

The values of positive and negative pion yields
for an angle of 24 ° were determined by integrating
the spectra over energy. Shown below are the
yields per target nucleus and the total yield of
positive pions from the pp -> np1T+ and pp -> d1r + reactions measured under the same conditions and
taken as unity.

y+

Element

1.0
1.4
1.7

H
Be

c

0.26
0.24

Because of charge independence the total cross
sections a(pn-> nn1T+) and a(np-> pp1T-) must be
identical, and the 1T+-meson yield at an angle in
the first reaction must be equal in the center-ofmass system to the 1T-- meson yield at the angle
( 180o -e) for the second reaction. For an energy
of about 660 mev we have a( pp-> d1r +) = ( 3.1
± 0.2) x 10- 27 cm 2 8 , a(pp-> np1T+) = ( 10.2 ± 1.2)
x 10- 27 cm 2 \ a(pp-> pp1TO) = (3.4 ±0.4) x 10- 27
2 9
-2 7
2 10
em
anda(pn->pn7T0)=(7.8±1.6)x10
em
From the relation

e

Ij 2 [ cr (pp ---'7 drc+)
= cr (pp _,. pprcO)

+ cr (pp _,. nprc+)]

+ cr (pn _,.

pnr.O)- cr (pn _,. nnrc+)

it follows that a ( pn -> nn1T+) =a ( np -> pp1T-)
= (4.6 ± 1.8) x 10- 27 cm 2 • This estimate is compatible with the Y + /Y- ratio obtained for the 24 °
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angle. Bearing all this in mind, we cannot be too
far wrong in assuming that in the studied energy
region positive pion formation inside a nucleus occurs mostly in ( p - p )-collisions. If the values for

Y + obtained for Be and C refer to a single proton in
a target nucleus, then it turns out that the probability of 7T;+--meson formation in (p- p )-collisions
inside the nucleus is at least three times less than
the probability of 1T+-meson formation where the
protons are free.
This large reduction in the probability of 1T+meson formation in collisions with bound protons is
caused to a certain degree my meson absorption in
the original nuclei, and also by the slowing-down
and scattering of impinging protons in the nuclear
matter. The effect of these processes is such that
the nucleons situated on the surface of the nucleus
participate principally in meson formation. The
presence of nuclear bonds in the nuclear matter may
also prove to be one of the additional reasons for
the reduction in the probability of meson formation
inside the nucleus, even at high energies.
5. ANALYSIS OF THE PION ENERGY SPECTRA

On the assumption that pion formation in compound
nuclei occurs through the interaction of an impinging proton with one of the bound nucleons and that
pion scattering in the original nuclei is insignificant, the spectra obtained were transformed to the
center-of-mass system of the two nucleons. In this
system the kinetic energy of the two nucleons is
equal to 305 mev when one of them has an energy
of 660 mev in the laboratory system. The values
of d 2a •/dw*dE* in the center-of-mass system were
found by calculating the invariant expression
( 1/p )d2a/dwdE, where p is the momentum of the
pion. Figures 3 and 4 show the spectra obtained
in this way for positive and negative pions, with
the angles at which the pions of a given energy
were emitted*. It is apparent that the angular interval 48° to 42° corresponds to the energy interval
50-200 mev. For both elements the average total
energy of a 7T+- meson proved equal to 242 mev,
which comes close to the value found under similar
circumstances for free ( p- p )-collisions 1 ; the
average total energy of 1T-- mesons in both cases
is equal to 225 mev. These figures indicate that in

* These values for the angles are approximate, since
motion of the nucleons in the nucleus was disregarded
in the calculations.
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FIG. 3. Energy spectra in the center-of-mass system for Be.

0

represents 1T+-mesons and

• , 1T- -mesons.

a single act of pion formation an average of about
The cited facts are evidence that with the in75% of the energy available in the center-of-mass
crease
in energy from 660 to 2300 mev, the maxisystem is expended.
mum
in
the 1T+-meson spectrum changes its posiBoth 1T+-meson spectra disclose a maximum near
tion
only
slightly, remaining always close to the
100 mev. If the recoil energy of the nucleon and
resonance
energy of the P 1
state. On this
the rest energy of the meson are added to this m.ost
'
3 2,3 1 2
probable value of the 77+- meson energy, then the
basis it may be assumed that throughout the entire
most probable value of the total energy released in energy interval investigated the main effect is due
the elementary act of positive pion formation will
to the same specific mechanism of pion formation.
be equal to about 260 mev. The value obtained
This mechanism may be taken to consist of a transifor the total energy is only slightly less than the
tion in the energy region of 600-1000 mev of one,or
resonance energy of the excited P 312 , 312 state.
where the energy is greater, of both the colliding
It is of considerable interest to compare the 1T+- nucleons to an excited state, from which the
nucleons, acting almost like free particles, return
meson spectra obtained in these experiments with
to their ground state by emitting pions. A similar
spectra measured at far greater energies. Accordsupposition
was used by Fowler, Shutt et al. 12 to
11
ing to Yuan and Lindenbaum
the maximum for the
explain the predominant formation of two pions in
1T+-meson spectrum formed by the action of 2300
one elementary act and the angular correlations of
mev protons on beryllium and measured at an
particles in the reaction np -> npTT+ 1T- at 1720 mev.
angle of 32° to the primary beam is close to 130
The questionof the reasons for the striking difmev. It is also known that for the 1T+- and 1T-ference
in the forms of the spectra of positive and
+ .
meson spectrum from the np ... npTT 1T reaction at
negative pions deserves to be treated separately.
an energy of 1720 mev, the average energy is 112
Let us assume that nucleonic collisions inside
. ly 12 .
mev an d 120 mev, respective
nuclei possess the same properties as collisions
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FIG. 4. Energy spectra in the center-of-mass system for C.
0 represents 1T+-mesons and I, 1T-- mesons,

of free nucleons with regard to the nature of particle interaction in the final nucleonic system, conservation of the isotopic spin and the predominant
emission of mesons in the p-state. Now the mentioned difference in the spectra of positive and
negative pions may be qualitatively explained, if
it is borne in mind that for the pp .... nprr+ and the
pn .... pprr- reaction, there is a difference in the
relative contribution of the transitions to the
final P and S states of the two-nucleon system and
and that the form of the pion spectrum is sensitive
to nucleon interaction in the final state. It is for
this reason that transitions to P states, where
nucleons interact weakly, should lead to a softer
spectrum than transitions to 15 0 and 35 1 states,
which are characterized by strong nucleon interaction.

6. THE rr+!rr- RATIO

The dependence of the ratio of positive and negative pion yields on energy was determined from the
measured values of d 2a •/dw*dE*. As can be seen
from Figs. 5 and 6, for both elements at energy
E :: 15 mev, 1T+/ rr- ::::; l. In the region from 160180 mev the rr+ /rr- ratio attains its maximum value
of 14 ± 1.9 for Be and 17.7 ±3.2 for C. For these
same elements the ratio of integral yields of positive to negative pions is equal to 5.3 ± 0.6 and 7.0
± 0.8, respectively. According to Sidorov 13 , the
ratio of integral yields of positive to negative
pions for p + C collisions at an energy of 660 mev
is 5.0 ± 0.7 at a 90° angle in the laboratory system. The large increase in the yield of positive
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pions over that of negative pions is due to the
fact that the impinging nucleon is a proton and also
to the comparatively low probability of pion formation when the two-nucleon system is in a state
where the isotopic spin is equal to zero.
N(Jl•j

N(Jt/

!5

!0

5

to l l for p + C collisions, if pion formation occurs
only through the P 312 , 312 state. These predicted
values for the y+;y- ratio are noticeably greater
than the corresponding experimental values. As
has already been noted elsewhere 14 , this discrepancy may be obviated to some extent if due consideration is given to meson formation in a state
where the isotopic spin of the meson-nucleon system is equal to ~. It is also necessary to account
for the difference in the angular distributions of
the TT +-mesons and TT-- mesons. Furthermore, it
is essential to note that the original assumption
that the processes of the excitation of a nucleon
and its decay are independent raises doubts simply
because the width of the energy level of the
P 1
state is not much less than the excitation
3 2,3/2

0

50

tOO

!50

200 E*. mev

FIG. 5. The energy dependence of the ratio of positive
to negative pion yields for Be in the center-of-mass system.
N(Jl•J
N(Jl-)

20

IS

energy15.
Another approach 16 in evaluating the magnitude
of the Y +
ratio has been to assume that, in
addition to meson formation through the P 312 , 312

;y-

state, direct formation also occurs, and that the
relationship between these processes is determined
by statistical weights alone. Calculations performed in this way for p + Be collisions at an
energy of 100 mev give a value of 5 for the Y +/Yratio.
7. CONCLUSIONS

These experiments established the following
facts regarding the formation of charged pions by
the action of 660 mev protons on beryllium and
10
carbon nuclei:
l. The probability of rr+-meson formation by a
proton in a target nucleus is decreased by more
than three in comparison with the probability of
s
formation in free ( p- p )-collisions.
2. The spectra of positive and negative pions
differ in form and average pion energy. The rela(I
roo
!JO
150
200 E*, mev
tive softness and diffuseness of the TT-- meson
spectra are cause to assume that there is a weak
FIG. 6. The energy dependence of the ratio of positive
interaction among nucleons in part of the final
to negative pion yields for C in the center-of-mass sysstate of the pn ~ pprr- reaction.
tem.
3. On the average about 75% of the available
A theoretical attempt has been made 14 to preenergy is expended on charged pion formation in an
dict the magnitude of the Y +/Y- ratio on the aselementary act during nucleon-nucleon interaction.
sumption that the inelastic collision of the nucleons
4. Perhaps the least expected fact of all was
that in these experiments the maximum of the rr +occurs through two independent stages: excitation
of one or both of the nucleons and then decay by
meson spectrum was discovered in the same energy
emission of a pion. For this case, when the energy region where it was observed by experiments with
is sufficient to excite only one nucleon, the Y + /Y- the Brookhaven proton accelerator at bombardment
energies of 1720 and 2300 mev. This result lends
ratio should be equal to 9 for p + Be collisions and
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direct support to the conclusion that both single
positive pion formation in nucleon-nucleon collisions at an energy of 660 mev and pair formation
of pions at energies of 1720 and 2300 mev are
essentially due to strong meson-nucleon interaction
in the intermediate P 312 , 312 state.
5. The ratio of yields of positive and negative
pions increases with energy up to 160-180 mev in
the center-of-mass system. The ratio of integral
yeilds of positive and negative pions is noticeably
lower than the values predicted by theory based
on the assumption that formation and decay in the
intermediate P
state are independent.
3/2,3/2
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The fundamental diffusion equation deduced by Terletskii 1 for cosmic ray protons
emitted in magnetized interstellar space during a short period of time by a concentrated
source of given energy is solved. It is shown that consideration of the particles which
remain after collision of cosmic ray protons with protons of the interstellar gas leads
to a power spectrum similar to that observed experimentally, if the source is assumed to
be a supernova which appeared in the center of the galaxy over 10 8 years ago.

T

HE distribution function of cosmic ray protons
in interstellar space f ( r, E, t ) can be found
from the diffusion equati.on for cosmic ray parti- .
cles. 2 - 4 In full form, with account taken of particles that remain after the collision of cosmic ray
protons with the protons of an interstellar gas,
this equation was found in Ref. 1 :

iJf (E)+ f (E) -

at

r

D6.
()2

'

f (E)+ .J_ [cxEf (E)]
d£

- o£ 2 [cxEf (E)]

(l)

